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The New American Dream 

Our former president, Barack Obama, said: “What makes someone American isn’t just 

blood or birth, but allegiance to our founding principles, and faith in the idea that anyone- from 

anywhere- can write the next chapter of our story.” Each year, over a million immigrants move 

to the United States. Since the 1600s, when the Pilgrims came here seeking political asylum, the 

U.S. has provided a home for millions, where they can live a peaceful life and lay new roots in a 

free country. In return, immigrants provide innovation and labor, driving the U.S. economy 

forward. Now, however, undocumented immigrants are struggling with deportation and 

discrimination. This is a problem that we need to fix, and if we don’t, families, and even 

communities, could be torn apart.  

 The American Dream is the idea that all men are created equal and should have equal 

rights to a prosperous life. For many immigrants, the U.S. provides hope for a better future, and 

the American Dream guides them through a difficult path to success. Unfortunately, the recent 

crackdown on immigrants has made it more difficult than ever for undocumented immigrants to 

commit to the life that they came for. We can easily see how much immigrants have contributed 

to our country by looking at our economy. According to a report from the Partnership for a New 

American Economy, immigrants contribute over a trillion dollars to our country annually, and 

over 40% of the Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants or their children. If we 

were to deport undocumented immigrants from the country, we could take away their chance to 

change the world. Deportation is also an expensive process. Deporting the entire undocumented 

population would cost the government over 100 billion dollars, which doesn’t even consider the 

contributions that they make to our country, which would be lost. It is clear that cracking down 
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on immigrants will not save jobs, nor protect our country, but it will damage our economy and 

disgrace the American Dream. 

 Not only is the crackdown on immigration detrimental to our economy, it turns out that 

undocumented immigration is not a real problem. Although people may say that undocumented 

immigrants increase crime in our country, many of the arrests placed on them are in fact based 

solely on their undocumented status. The great struggles that immigrants have to endure to get 

here should not be increased with discrimination and the government watching over their 

shoulders. As we have seen, immigrants do not steal jobs, but they instead contribute to our 

economy, even under the harsh standards that are placed on them. If immigrants were given 

more freedom, who can imagine what they could accomplish? Placing restrictions on immigrants 

doesn’t just restrict their freedom, it also restricts innovation. The new policies for immigrants 

need to be fixed, so our country can retain its promise of a free land.  

 In conclusion, the American Dream is and has always been a central part of our 

constitution. Millions arrive here every year, seeking peace and a better life. Thomas Jefferson 

said that every man was born equal, and that we each have equal rights to life, liberty, and the 

pursuit of happiness. How could we deny these people the basic rights stated in our code of 

laws? It should be obvious that we need to allow undocumented immigrants to have more rights, 

so they don’t have to live in fear, and so our country can prosper. The American Dream, a 

promise that has stayed true for over two hundred years, is being rescued by the generations of 

hard-working immigrants living here, and for that, they deserve the utmost respect of our 

country. 


